Hair cell recovery in the vestibular sensory epithelia of mature guinea pigs.
The progression of recovery of the vestibular sensory epithelia of guinea pigs after gentamicin-induced hair cell injury was assessed quantitatively and qualitatively. Evaluations were made of the number of cells bearing hair bundles by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and of identifiable hair cells in thin sections. Both assessment procedures showed that an initial loss of hair cells in utricular maculae is followed by significant recovery in the number of hair cells present. SEM also showed recovery in saccules comparable to that in utricles. During the recovery, progressive maturation of hair bundles, which exhibited features similar to those seen during normal ontogenetic development of hair cells, could be identified. The pattern and extent of hair cell loss and subsequent reappearance revealed by SEM corresponded with that derived from analysis of thin sections. This suggests that repair of nonlethally damaged hair cells is unlikely but, rather, that new hair cells are produced. An apparent decrease in supporting cell numbers was observed coincident with the increase in hair cell numbers. This complements previous morphological observations, which have suggested new hair cells arise from direct, nonmitotic transdifferentiation of supporting cells. The quantitative analyses indicate that more than half of the hair cells that are lost are replaced, but the recovery process does not result in complete restoration of the epithelium. Eight months after the end of drug treatment, the number of hair cells present was still significantly less than normal, and several other abnormalities persisted. There was also no evidence of any hair cell recovery in the organ of Corti. Thus, there appear to be limitations on the capacity for spontaneous replacement of lost hair cells in the mammalian inner ear.